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Strings, extra dimensions, vacuum energy



If one fine-tunes the bare cc such that sum is 
zero, any small change in the UV completely 
changes the cancellation: UV sensitivity.

Recap cc problem:

Relevant operators and 
naturalness problems:

Computation of vacuum energy requires UV complete quantum gravity theory.  



UV completeness of string theory implies we know in principle how to compute vacuum 
energy, no cut off needed. But how? 

Cosmological constant from strings?

Most used approach to compute cc : construct a vacuum at the boundary of string moduli space.

String theory reduces to classical 10D SUGRA if

1) gs is small (gs << 1): 

2) All field gradients are small with respect to 1/ls to control higher derivative 
expansion. OK, if “curvature is small enough  volumes are large enough”.



Vacuum option 1: compactification 

Metric on 
compact space. 
Finite size.Curvature gives 4D cc 

andTwo length scales

Vacuum is perceived as  4D if

The collection of vacua obeying this is called “landscape” (if all scalars are stabilized). 



What happened to the QFT lore?

The failure of the solution to look 4D is the same as not having a cc hierarchy.

(Naturalness) The EFT expectation that the “typical” cc is order cut-off.
The “typical” string flux solution indeed obeys:

4D QFT “predicts” large cc,   but 4D QFT is only valid whenever:

Danger of circular reasoning? 

In any case, if you know the answer to “why 4D?”, you solved the cc problem.

But then not lower-dimensional!



Vacuum option 2: braneworlds

Randall Sundrum (Minkowski), Karch Randall (AdS/dS),… 

CC determined by brane tension and bulk cosmological constant.
String theory naturally explains why gauge forces &particles confined to brane. Gravity is 

less obvious 
Unclear whether a stringy embedding of Karch Randall Sundrum works



Swampland



Taken from the excellent review by E. Palti 1903.06239



• Swampland program is highly needed paradigm shift in 
the field of string-pheno/cosmo. 

• Instead of trying to “reverse engineer” effective field 
theories and arrive at a “almost anything goes” picture 
(landscape), we  ask: “what is not allowed”. Logically, 
same question, approach entirely different: Loosely: 
inequalities instead of equalities.

• Keywords: interdisciplinary (pheno meets black hole physics, holography,…), focusing on the “why”, 
trying to find patterns.  

• No, it is not all heuristics. In fact it is an attempt to be more precise.  But, current problem 
Swampland program

Usefulness of Swampland statement

Trustworthiness  of Swampland statement



Swampland conjectures should be consistent with EFT? 

1. Lambda > 0 no big deal. 
But does Lambda run? 

Unclear. 
[Mottola, Polyakov, Pimentel, Dvali, Gomez, 
Woodard, Tsamis, Danielsson, Shiu, Van der 
Schaar, Markanen,….]

2. Lambda small. Big deal? 
 Naturalness

EFT Swampland

1. Lambda > 0. 
(no) dS conjectures [Danielsson, 

VR, Obied, Ooguri, Spodyneiko, Vafa, Shiu, Palti, 
Krishnan,Garg, Andriot,,…]

2. Lambda small. 
 AdS scale separation 

conjectures. (Cannot decouple tower of 

(KK) modes
[Lüst, Palti, Vafa & Gautason, Van Hemelryck, VR]



All things non-SUSY are at best meta-stable?

For black holes: extremal (non-SUSY) black holes should be able to decay  [A-Hamed, 

Motl, Nicolis, Vafa 2006]:

For AdS space: Any non-SUSY AdS space should be able to decay [Ooguri, Vafa 2016]. 

( If perturbatively stable, there must exists a super-critical domain wall so that Coleman De Luccia
tunneling happens. )



Quantum cosmology & boundary conditions 
(simple version)



Consider gravity coupled to a positive cosmological constant and an FLRW Ansatz:

Friedman equation;                                           with R the de Sitter length. 

A quantisation of the effective one-dimensional action (mini-superspace)

gives the following Wheeler deWitt equation:





For simplicity we discuss WKB solution

Connection formulae relate constants:

Normalisation is conventionally chosen such that:

 Still need to fix boundary conditions to pick a wavefunction uniquely. 



Hartle Hawking (no boundary)

Vilenkin (tunneling)
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With extra dimensions, cosmic hierarchy is related to the question “WHY 4D?”

Brane world scenario’s: question becomes, why a 3-brane? At least much simpler 
question than compactification approach. 

Idea Uppsala group [Banerjee, 

Danielsson, Dibitetto, Giri, Schillo 2018 
& many follow-ups]: 

there is a natural string theory 
embedding of brane worlds with 
de Sitter geometry exactly 
inspired by the Swampland logic! 
Bubble worlds:

SUSY AdS5

Unstable 
AdS5



Denote the cc of the true and false vacuum as

The Israel Junction condition gives the cosmological dynamics:

Where brane tension is     &

Shell metric:

Physical picture



In the limit of large enough k the vacuum energy takes a simple expression

A bubble can only nucleate if its tension is smaller than

 exactly the condition for having positive vacuum energy on the wall!

• It is a toy model, but Danielsson et al are expanding on this, including matter.

• Explicit dS construction in string theory? Maybe! Main difficulty; find an unstable AdS5 that 
decays primarily through Coleman de Luccia bubbles. [Basile, Lanza 2020] 

I now explain why this model-being UV complete-(almost) resolves the Big Bang singularity 
and the boundary choice problem [arXiv:2105.03253]. 



Big Bang? 

From 5D viewpoint nothing 
is singular bout a=0 region. 
It is just non-existent. 
Bubble nucleates at finite 
radius. “What happens near 
a=0 is not a question that 
can or should be asked.” Model is not past 

complete though, there 
is still some initial 
condition problem. Why 
was there an unstable 
AdS5 to begin with? 
What created it? (Eg 
nuclear physics)



Boundary condition problem

Is obvious now, the physics is that of decay through bubble nucleation (CDL).  Natural expectation is 
tunneling wave function. We verified this is correct by checking that CDL amplitude is Vilenkin’s
amplitude;

CDL in 5D (after a longer story where ref [19] was useful): 

We verified further by using the expressions of Brown-Teitelboim
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With extra dimensions, cosmic hierarchy is 
related to the question “WHY 4D?”

We now follow compactification approach 
(different from brane-world approach).

Our results will be more heuristic and 
speculative. 



``why 4D?’’

Landscape answer :  vacua of all kind of dimensions exist. Hierarchy by chance & anthropics.
Contrast with dynamical mechanisms (eg string gas cosmology [Brandenberger&Vafa 1989])

Assume for a moment a landscape. Then we have tunneling between dimensions in flux 
compactifications. Consider flux vacua with no hierarchy problem: 

Can we tunnel to 4D? Tunneling between 
dimensions is common. Example KKLT: 

COSMIC EGGS



Cosmic egg proposal: arXiv:2101.01437 with Rob Tielemans & Thomas Hertog.

Compactify 4D theory with axion to 1D

Compactification Ansatz is FLRW Ansatz for compact spatial slice and axion flux

Spatial slice can have any sign of curvature k=0,1,-1.



1D theory (after truncation of fluctuationsmini superspace)

In gauge N=1 this is particle subject to potential U:

Plus the effect of ‘’1D gravity” (eq of motion N): total E=0 (Friedmann eq.). There is only 
a vacuum after fine-tuning.

 Einstein’s static universe. Is unstable (Top of the hill).



At small x we have no control and many corrections will enter U. We assume that 
corrections have a repulsive effect (from the big bang phase). For instance (α>0)

Resulting picture

Potential pocket! Is our 
cosmic egg solution. A 
“breathing” small universe. 
Our sought for “1D vacuum”! 



Things required for a cosmic egg:

1) Positive spatial curvature (& compact)
2) Axion flux
3) Effective repulsion from Big Bang phase. 
4)  Cosmological constant bounded from above:

Cosmic eggs are stable for negative cc and meta-stable for 
positive cc. They can break and then “the 4D universe is 
born”! New viewpoint on quantum cosmology and the string 
landscape. 

Analyse using the Wheeler DeWitt equation



Quantum cosmology from cosmic eggs:

“Hard wall” suggest clearly that b=0. If non-zero wave function would diverge. 



Normalise the wavefunction near egg region to some cc-independent constant. 
Go through WKB gluing. One finds:

Where:
Hartle Hawking like 
probability weighting for 
small cc, since then         
is suppressed. 



bottom-line:  We found a cosmology for 
which the universe tunnels from a meta-
stable “vacuum” with no hierarchies at all 
(cosmic egg) to vacua with hierarchies and 
they are exponentially favored. The 
“natural” beginning had all spatial 
dimensions compact and of similar size. 
This viewpoint, together with the cosmic 
repulsion from UV corrections, selects HH-
like wavefunctions. 
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• Extra dimensions are curse and blessing (…)

• I explained that there are two main ideas to deal with them : Brane worlds or 
compactification.  For both cases I suggested a quantum cosmological model that 
was able to give partial insight to some fundamental issues: 

1) Brane worlds bubble model: shows very explicitly that the choice of boundary 
condition for the wave function of the universe depends on UV details! Vilenkin
came out at the unique choice of this model. Related to the fact that there is no BB 
singularity. 

2) Compactification 1d vacua (cosmic eggs): it is dynamically preferred to move 
from vacua with no hierarchy to vacua with hierarchy. The condition is the HH 
choice and makes sense when there is a hard wall creating the egg (1d vacuum). 



None of the two models fully solves initial condition problem (past incomplete)

• Braneworld scenario (bubble cosmology): how was the unstable AdS created?
• Cosmic egg: how did we end up in the egg?

What about the discussion surrounding HH and Vilenkin wavefunction? [Feldbrugge et 

al, Hertog et al 2017-2019] –> Add matter to bubble model.

Clear embedding bubble model in string theory?

Some questions


